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a success so keep your eyes out for future 
promotions!

We do currently have an exclusive offer 
available on the JCB S4550 scissor lift through 
JCB Finance available on orders placed by 
Friday 30th November 2018, so call your local 
salesman for more information.

Lastly, as the cold weather hits we continue 
to have a very special price available on JCB 
Antifreeze, starting from just £9.99 for 5 litres. 
Please call your local parts department to find 
place your order!

Lyndon Roberts
Territory Manager - South West Wales
Tel: 07836 699818
Email: lyndon.roberts@holtjcb.co.uk
www.holtjcb.co.uk

As the winter 
draws closer, Holt 
JCB is delighted to 
welcome our new 
salesman, Lyndon 
Roberts, who joins 
us as the Territory 
Manager for South 
West Wales area.

Lyndon joins us with a strong background in 
commercial sales and over 10 years’ experience 
in the field. Lyndon is looking forward to 
meeting the customer base over the coming 
months and we wish him all the best in his new 
role.

This month’s Black Friday Deals went down a 
storm! We had some fantastic prices available, 
some for one day only, and again it proved 

Introducing the 
NEW XSeries 

#XSeries

ANDREWS ADDS THE XSERIES

The Holt
Headliner

Experience it here>
http://www.holtjcb.

co.uk/new-machines/
new-x-series

Andrews Plant Hire and Haulage, based in Dorset, has recently taken delivery of four brand new JCB 
JS220 XSeries machines to add to their machine fleet. These machines will be working on projects in 
the local area and can be seen pictured below in front of our Holt JCB Blandford depot.
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FOCUS  ON
JCB 110W
HYDRADIG

The JCB Hydradig 110W is the first true wheeled excavator designed for purpose, from the ground up. 
The result is an engineering masterpiece. Designed without compromise, we are the first to move the 
engine, tanks and ancillaries to the chassis making the JCB Hydradig 110W first for visibility, stability, 
manoeuvrability, mobility and serviceability.  

The JCB Hydradig 110W really does have innovation running right through the heart of it. Read how the 
features and their benefits will transform the way you and the whole industry works.

FIRST FOR VERSATILITY
In a world where one machine is expected to do the work of many, having the right attachments and more importantly the 
ability to utilise them is crucial. The JCB Hydradig has all the pipework, circuits and towing ability to give you the ultimate in 
adaptability making it first for versatility.

•	 BOOM OPTIONS: Both Monoboom and TAB can be fitted with a 1.65, 2.00 or 2.25 meter dipper.
•	 ADJUSTABLE FLOW: Bi-directional pipework lines as standard with two additional lo-flow circuits available as options to 

power a variety of attachments. All feature adjustable flow rates.
•	 MORE VERSATILITY: Identical bucket pin geometry as 3CX and 85/86 mini excavator allowing you to utilise even more 

attachments.
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GRIFFIN EXTENDS FLEET WITH JCB HYDRADIG
T H Griffin Plant Hire, based in Somerton, has extended its fleet with a brand new JCB Hydradig complete with Steelwrist 
attachment. The company offers a range of groundwork services along with hard landscaping, drainage and demolition in and 
around the local area. 

Their new addition will be working on projects in and around the Somerset area and the Hydradig is already showing its incredible 
versatility and speed to complete jobs.  Tim, proprietor, has been putting the machine to work with some hedge cutting and 
groundwork jobs recently and is more than impressed the machines performance. If you would like more information on how 
the JCB Hydradig could work with your business please get in touch with your local salesman. 

(Pictured above Tim Griffin, owner of T H Griffin Plant Hire and Rob Sprankling, Territory Manager Holt JCB.)
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GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB 
SALESMAN FOR MORE DETAILS

The choice is yours with our exclusive Hire Purchase and JCB FlexiLease prices on 
the JCB S4550. Available on orders placed between 23rd and 30th November 2018 

whilst stocks last. UK Business users only. Terms apply.

 

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

on JCB S4550
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RECORD SALES FOR JCB AS MARKET 

REBOUND STAYS STRONG
JCB set new records for turnover and machine sales in 2017 as global markets continued to rebound strongly during the year, 
the company announced today.

The Staffordshire-based construction and agricultural machinery maker revealed that its sales turnover in 2017 rose by almost 
28% to £3.35 billion (2016: £2.62 billion), while machine sales increased to 75,693 (2016: 66,011). Earnings on an EBITDA 
basis rose by almost 19% to £341 million (2016: £287 million). Since 1975, JCB’s average return on investment has been over 
30%.The market rebound has continued strongly in 2018 which has pushed JCB global production levels to a record level of 
500 machines per day.

JCB CEO Graeme Macdonald said: “2017 was a very strong year for JCB during which we outpaced the market and set new 
sales records. While the global market grew by over 21% last year, JCB’s sales increased by almost 28%. This growth drove 
demand across all of JCB’s product ranges, in particular for Loadall telescopic handlers, where we are now investing in increased 
global production capacity.”

JCB Chairman Lord Bamford said: “The continued growth in global markets in 2018 has seen JCB production rates 
reach their highest in our history. Employment levels across our plants are also at record highs and we now employ 
more than 15,000 people. In the UK alone we have recruited almost 1,100 people this year, which is superb news 
for JCB and great news for British manufacturing.”

JCB has 22 factories around the world, including 11 in the UK and JCB’s UK plants now employ a record 7,600 people. In June, 
JCB revealed it was investing £50 million in a new British plant to manufacture cabs for its machines in Uttoxeter, Staffordshire. 
The factory will open in 2019.
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LENS SPECIAL

CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB DEPOT TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!
*Terms & Conditions apply. Subject to availability, while stocks last. Offer ends 31st December 2018.

Bristol (HQ)     01179 827921

Port Talbot      01639 813871

Cheltenham      01242 820030

Blandford     01258 455300

Exeter        01392 824826

Bodmin     01208 78078 

Part Number Description Special Sale Price

700/50018 Prep-P Light Rear Comb £13.50 (+VAT)

700/50024 Lens CRL ACRYLI £7.50 (+VAT)

700/50072 Lens £8.75 (+VAT)

700/50073 Lens £5.70 (+VAT)

700/50074 Lens £5.70 (+VAT)

700/50075 Lens £5.70 (+VAT)
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JCB has fans in every corner of the globe, check out their instragram posts for yourself @jcbmachines. Here are some of our favourites 
from the last month.

JCB  INSTAGRAM HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH
@JCBMACHINES

jcbmachines Amazing! 
This one-off #PoppyAppeal 

3CX scale model has been 

made by Rob Bedford (R 
C Bedford Models) and is 
up for auction to benefit @
royalbritishlegion! 

jcbmachines With 25% gradeability, loading or unloading your JCB access platform could not be easier!

jcbmachines Northeast 
Demolition’s JCB 
excavators in action!
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TEENAGE JCB OPERATOR THRIVES ON X-TRA RESPONSIBILITY

Teenager Blair Hughes has landed a dream job as a digger driver - and got straight behind the controls of a brand new excavator 
costing more than £100,000.

Ever since he was a young boy Blair Hughes, 17 has wanted to operate machines. Now his wish has come true after landing a 
job with the Glasgow-based Clearwater Group, operating a new generation JCB X-Series excavator, which has been launched 
to great acclaim following a £110 million investment. 

Blair joined Clearwater straight from school and the company supported him through CPCS operator courses for excavators, 
ADTs, wheeled excavators and forklifts. When the company became one of the first in Scotland to purchase the new JCB 220X 
model from their local dealer, Blair was given the responsibility of operating the machine. 

Blair said: “I have always wanted to be a plant operator so I jumped at the chance to join Clearwater as soon as I left school. 
As soon as I proved my ability and my work ethic, the leadership here and our customers were fantastic in allowing me the 
opportunity and responsibility to thrive. The JCB220X is the best machine I have driven, it is the smoothest, has the most 
power and the comfiest cab ever. If I was spending my own money on an excavator, this is what I would buy.’’

Blair has primarily been using the machine at a landfill site near Grangemouth where it is performing a variety of heavy 
excavation duties including loading articulated dump trucks for transporting soil across site. 
  
The machine was selected by Blair’s father - Clearwater Contracts Manager Graeme Hughes, who said: “Blair has followed my 
footsteps into the industry and I’m proud to see what he has achieved in such a short space of time. It is testament to his skills 
and commitment that he has been welcomed and retained on site by customers at such an early stage of his career. 

“From the outset, we were impressed with the look of the machine and it has not disappointed. Loading cycle 
times are significantly quicker than previous models and it is proving extremely reliable despite being worked 
hard. “
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The new generation 1-2 tonne compact excavator range from JCB encompasses five models including four 
conventional tailswing and one zero tailswing model. 

There are two lightweight Conventional Tailswing models, the 15C and 16C. These are ideally suited to being 
towed behind a van or pickup. The 15C is a standard specification, fixed undercarriage model driven by a gear pump 
offering single speed tracking. The transport weight of the 16C at 1674kg with a cab is enhanced with a retracting 
undercarriage, two speed tracking and a variable displacement pump.

CHOOSE PEACE OF MIND - Holt JCB currently have a fantastic offer of 3 year / 2000 hour JCB PremierCover 
as standard, plus a comprehensive Holt JCB service plan from £5.76 a week (MRRP) available on ALL new JCB 
Compact Excavators, to find out more speak to your local Holt JCB salesman.

JCB 
CHRISTMAS 
JUMPERS!

NOW AVAILABLE 
AT YOUR LOCAL 
HOLT JCB PARTS 

DEPARTMENT

CALL TO 
ORDER 
TODAY!

Sizes Small to XXL 
available  - hurry while 

stocks last!

SPECIAL PRICE!

£19.99
(+VAT)
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MIRROR SPECIAL

CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB DEPOT TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!
*Terms & Conditions apply. Subject to availability, while stocks last. Offer ends 31st December 2018.

Bristol (HQ)     01179 827921

Port Talbot      01639 813871

Cheltenham      01242 820030

Blandford     01258 455300

Exeter        01392 824826

Bodmin     01208 78078 

Part Number Description Special Sale Price

121/59400 External Mirror £31.00 (+VAT)

157/86000 Mirror External £31.00 (+VAT)

157/86001 Mirror Glass £10.00 (+VAT)

158/30491 Mirror External RH Fender £27.00 (+VAT)

160/01643 Mirror £32.00 (+VAT)

331/63982 External Mirror £17.00 (+VAT)

477/01068 Mirror £9.80 (+VAT)
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MATHER + STUART EXPANDS WITH 
£4.5M JCB GENERATOR ORDER

Mather + Stuart Power Solutions, the power generation division of leading equipment rental firm A-Plant, 
has placed an order with their local JCB dealer for124 rental specification generators, to meet the demands 
of its rapid fleet expansion.

In a deal worth £4.5 million, the company will take JCB G150RS models, the G200RS and the G250RS. The deal also includes 
the larger G300RS and the G500RS model.

The order is part of an on-going, long-term supply partnership between the two companies, providing a wide range of power 
outputs in line with Mather + Stuart’s dynamic growth plans.

Gary Orton, Director of Mather + Stuart said: “Following our acquisition by A-Plant in 2016, we have experienced a period 
of rapid growth, opening nine new service centres and tripling the size of our fleet from 650 generators in January 2016, to 
over 2,000 in August 2018.

‘‘To support our expansion plans and keep up with customer demand, it is vital that we continually update our 
fleet. JCB’s extensive range, including the larger rental outputs, provides us with the ideal solution to fit many 
of our customer requirements’’

All of the generators are from JCB Power Products’ rental-specific RS series. They are powered by efficient, reliable Stage 
IIIA diesel engines and equipped with bund alarms and DSE 8610 synchronising control panels. All of the RS series generators 
come as standard with the JCB LiveLink for Power telematics system, providing a total fleet management solution for the rental 
company. The system monitors fuel use, operating times, coolant temperatures, light loading, phase imbalance and many other 
operating parameters, allowing fleet and depot managers to maximise utilisation and availability.

The deal is part of an on-going relationship between JCB and A-Plant, which ordered more than £55 million of machinery 
from the manufacturer last year. Indeed, over the past three years, the hire giant has placed more than £140 million of orders 
with JCB.
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CALL YOUR LOCAL 
DEPOT TO ORDER:

Bristol Parts         01179 827921

Exeter Parts         01392 824826

Port Talbot Parts      01639 813871

Cheltenham Parts     01242 820030

Blandford Parts       01258 455300

Bodmin Parts    01208 78078

KEEP UP TO DATE AND 
KEEP IN TOUCH VIA
f www.facebook.com/holtjcbltd

l www.twitter.com/holtjcb

i www.linkedin.com/company/holtjcb
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DUMP
ALL YOUR PARTS 
NEEDS ON US!

Holt JCB can provide 
parts for all your Dumper 
needs, we stock and 
supply Site Dumper Parts 
for Thwaites and JCB.

MJL Group, based in Helston, recently took delivery of a brand new JCB 3CX and their 
operator Phil is loving the new machine!

If you would like more information on our JCB range of Backhoe Loaders, please contact 
your local Holt JCB salesman.

THUMBS UP FROM PHIL!
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USED EQUIPMENT

2014 JCB 8008 Micro
1088 Hours, H/Lines, Expanding Under 
Carriage, Roll Bar, Worklight, 3 Buckets

£9,950

2011 JCB TLT25D
3550 Hours, Partial Cab, c/w Forks, 
Additional Lights, Recent New Tyres 

£14,500

2013 JCB JS130LC
5558 Hours, H/Lines, HQH, Vandal 

Guards, A/C, Serviced
£36,500

MACHINE OF THE MONTH > 2016 JCB 57C-1
676 Hours, HQH, 4 Buckets, 6 months JCB Select Warranty

£30,500

2017 JCB 9T Dumper
280 Hours, Fold down roll bar, 6 months 

JCB Select Warranty
£26,750

2010 JCB 531-70
4342 Hours, 2 Lever Controls, Pallet 

Forks. Due in January 2019. 
£22,500

2008 JCB 540-170
6748 Hours, turbo, stab and sway, 

forks
£35,850

CALL STEVE NOW: 07771 913764

EMAIL: used.machines@holtjcb.co.uk


